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Summary 

 

This chapter aims to develop the history and concept of Bioanthropology as a science 

that needs the contribution of Anthropology and Biology to understand past and present 

of humans. Although the field has been also binomially named as Physical (Biological) 

Anthropology this chapter promotes the use of the term Bioanthropology as a wider 

interdisciplinary and pluralist field. Bioanthropology encompasses many old and new 

disciplines as Paleoanthropology, Primatology, Bioarcheology, Skeletal Biology, 

Anthropology of Human Growth and Development, Morphological Anthropology, 

Human Ecology, Nutritional Anthropology, Physiological Anthropology, 

Anthropogenetics, Molecular Anthropology, Heredity and human variation, 

Biodemography and Forensic Anthropology. Research in Bioanthropology covers 

biology of people and social behavior, and gathers and analyzes data on physiological 

and morphological phenotypes, health and illness, demography, DNA and genetic 

diversity, bone remains and environmental use. The methods of physical (natural) 

sciences applied to Bioanthropology have shaped the field, however there is an 

increased recognition that mixed methods of research, that combines qualitative (social) 

and quantitative (biomedical) analysis, and the methods of ethnography are also relevant 

to it. The essence of bioanthropological research is unique because of bio-social or bio-

cultural approach of studying human variation through time and space. Environment 

(physical as well as sociocultural) plays an important role in determining behavioral and 

biological variation in human populations in past and present. Moreover, this chapter 

intends to show recent trends of research in human evolution, evolutionary primatology 

and body morphology summarizing today‘s significant researches in the field. 
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1. Introduction: Concepts, Disciplines and Trends 

 

Anthropologists study past and present of humans by means of a four-field approach: 

Cultural (Social) Anthropology, Physical (Biological) Anthropology, Archaeology and 

Linguistics. This approach was started in the beginning of the twentieth century and was 

presented by Franz Boas as inherent to Anthropology (Boas, 1899). Boas played an 

important role in the development of academic anthropology and was a prominent force 

in founding the American Anthropological Association in 1902 (Spencer, 1997:189). 

Current scientists are enrolled in one of the four specific fields of work or intend to 

integrate two or more of the four perspectives in their research. The field of Physical 

(Biological) Anthropology has yielded to new approaches like Bioanthropology.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Forces or tendencies (arrows) experienced by the four fields in Anthropology. 

Pluralism is the basic force (inwards arrows) to develop interdisciplinary studies and it 

is based in the principle of holism. The force of specific knowledge is deepening the 

field (green outwards arrows). The force bringing to work in the affinity areas is 

knowledge broadening (blue arrows), this force is shaping a wider field: 

Bioanthropology. 

 

The integration of the four fields is said to represent the principle of holism in 

Anthropology (Figure 1). Four-field approach in Anthropology has been submitted to 

different forces or tendencies since its origin: 1) pluralism is the basic force to develop 

interdisciplinary approach among the four fields, it is based on holism, 2) the force of 

specific knowledge, deepening the field (Figure 1), is and requires to develop specific 

methods, it is usually a stronger force than pluralism, and finally 3) an integrative and 

pluralistic force, knowledge broadening, brings to work in affinity areas. 

Bioanthropology is being shaped by knowledge widening as presented here as a wider 

field. 
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The force of pluralism in Anthropology brings us to the necessity of developing 

methods of integration of different types of data (i.e., the qualitative discourses and 

meanings of Social Anthropology and the quantitative data of Biological 

Anthropology). However, the degree of representation of the holism in research depends 

on the possibility of integrating those different types of data. Nowadays it is an 

attractive task for teams working together —that is of course huge. The integration 

comes to produce a synthesis and a picture of people lives and society. The studies of 

the past (Prehistoric Archaeology) can be more comprehensive when we arrive to 

reconstruct not only material culture and demography but also traditions, beliefs and 

behavior, health and causes of death of the past communities. Some researchers 

attracted to this kind of synthesis as Kirch (2000) included material from all four 

subfields in their analysis of the Pacific Island region in the past, before European 

contact. The Polynesian past can be better assumed not only from archaeological data 

on ceramics but also from data on the analysis of linguistic and physical groupings from 

human biological evidence as well as recent ethnographic data on canoe voyaging. 

However, the specialization of the fields of Anthropology makes it difficult to practice 

holism even for archaeologists (Chattopadhyaya, 2007). Some researchers recognized 

the possibilities of Anthropology to develop integrated (cross-discipline) research in 

many issues. Borofsky (2002) showed that there is almost no holism in the great bulk of 

researches done in Anthropology in the past 100 years, however he classified 

bioanthropological articles among the most holistic articles, because they were often 

written integrating fields and with a collaborative construction seeking a synthesis of 

knowledge. Biological anthropologists appear to be at the forefront of the trend of the 

holism in walking through a more integrated Anthropology as Calcagno (2003) argues.  

 

What is Bioanthropology? While socio-cultural anthropologists analyze social patterns 

and cultural practices, with a special interest in how people live in particular places and 

how they organize, govern, and create meanings and symbolism, biological 

anthropologists seek to understand human biological origins, evolution and diversity. 

To understand these processes, they study the fossil records (Paleoanthropology) and 

prehistoric people (Bioarchaeology), other primates (Primatology), and the biology 

(e.g., health, cognition, hormones, growth and development, and ecology) including the 

genetics of living populations. They want to know more on how humans adapt to 

diverse environments, how biological and cultural processes work together to shape 

growth, development and behavior, and what causes disease and death in human 

populations. 

 

1.1. Old and Modern Terms 

 

Biological Anthropology is also termed Physical Anthropology in some Universities; 

the name depends on University tradition. In Europe, the more classical terminology 

‗Physical Anthropology‘ is more popular, while in America it is ‗Biological 

Anthropology‘. However there is not a semantic difference and in professional 

associations as American Anthropological Association (AAA), American Association 

of Physical Anthropology, (APA), and also European Anthropological Association 

(EAA) there is the trend to call it with a binomial name Physical (Biological) 

Anthropology. Many physical (natural) sciences founded in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries today tend to dissolve their frontiers of research and can now think 
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of problems to be closer to other fields which were previously more distant. The 

ambition for defining disciplines is an old trend in Anthropology, but nowadays the 

need in Physical (Biological) Anthropology is to gather trends in a multidisciplinary 

area from a pluralist point of view to integrate social and physical research to the 

physical/biological traditions of Anthropology.  

 

Physical Anthropology is the classical term of this field of knowledge. Its viewpoint 

was centered at the beginning only in physical (body) variations and skeletal anatomy; it 

has paid attention well ahead to develop also theories for explaining the underlying 

causes of human variation. Later names of the field as Biological Anthropology and 

Bioanthropology, were used only after the Word War II to highlight the shifting 

paradigm in the pre-war science, i.e., the study of humans grounded in the evolutionary 

theory, genetics and ecology of human populations. Therefore, the term Biological 

Anthropology was very successful, because it recognized a renaissance of Physical 

Anthropology within the biological sciences. However several trends in the meaning of 

the different terms there exist. When talking with forensic practitioners Physical 

Anthropology is referred to the tool that permits them to study human bones and 

skeletons to do applied inferences. Leaving apart this particular meaning currently the 

field considers human variation in all body tissues, DNA and physiology, moreover it 

takes into account also culture as an outcome of the biological capacities and as an 

environment for humans producing their adaptation to environmental challenges. Now 

for most scientists Biological Anthropology and Physical Anthropology denote 

interchangeable terms (Jurmain et al., 2010) because their modern contents, and are 

used as synonyms of the same scientific discipline.  

 

It is desirable that the term Bioanthropology could be used for a wider interdisciplinary 

area: Bioanthropological Sciences, to gather the different traditions in Anthropology— 

the classical disciplines and also the cross-disciplines (derived from the expansion of the 

principle of holism) and future perspectives coming from the social methods of research 

applied to bioanthropological problems. Bioanthropology is not a new field; it is a grade 

in the multidisciplinary level. Modern science should start to spare a term as 

Bioanthropology to design the area for the biocultural integration. The use of 

Bioanthropology is recent, in fact the editor of the American Anthropologist did not 

permit Earl W. Count the use of the term by the 1960‘s in the current open meaning that 

is growing in modern anthropology because, neologisms were not allowed in Count‘s 

paper (Comas et al., 1971). Regarding methods, Bioanthropology is a science of 

synthesis and can use comparative methods among disciplines. 

 

1.2. History and Development of Bioanthropology 

 

The scientific term comes from classic Greek (bios = life, anthropos = man/human, 

logos = science or discourse). It means the science of human as a living being. Although 

Aristotle influenced the way of thinking on humans at the top of the Scala Nature (the 

hierarchy or living beings), he used the term ―anthropologos‖ literally as the discourse 

of man. Moreover, it is recognized that he drew attention to the fact that human beings 

were alone in the animal world (Spencer, 1997:107) and unique in many biological 

characteristics, i.e., in their ability in upright position and bipedal locomotion. For us, as 

well as for the classic Greeks, it is difficult to be the researcher and the object of 
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research at the same time, because we have not enough distance to understand human 

beings, so forth Anthropology had to manage subjectivity since its early beginning.  

 

The roots of Western Science in anthropological knowledge come from ancient Greeks 

that develop evolutionary concepts on the origin of animals (Thales of Miletus, 

Heraclitus), and the tradition of Sciences as Cosmology, Geography, Mathematics 

(Pythagoras) and Medicine (Galenus). By the first century B.C. Greco-Roman culture 

accumulated observations on human diversity as a result of exploration across Egypt 

until the lands of Aethiopians the ancient term for dark-skinned people (Aethiopian 

means person with a burnt face) residing in those regions where the sun was thought to 

be closer to the Earth. Describing human diversity and giving a meaning to it was a 

different thing. In the past, Western cultures (ancient Greece and Rome) were led to the 

opinion that they were privileged beings living in an apparently privileged civilization 

(not like their slaves), considering the others less advantaged and less developed human 

groups. This kind of thinking (ethnocentrism) shared by most Western societies until the 

days of environmental destruction and resource depredation that characterized our 

times, led to the rise of racist thoughts and practices which steered to the exclusion of 

other people (racism) along history. Only recently, anthropological studies have been 

aware about their need to disassociate from the ethnocentrism. 

 

In 1501 the word Anthropology arose for the first time with a biological meaning in the 

book “Anthropologium de hominis dignitate” by the German author Magnus Hundt 

who devoted attention to describe human body with illustrations of anatomical features. 

The history of scientific thoughts on evolution did not start until the nineteenth century, 

and some centuries before science was dominated by Creationism. In the seventeenth 

century, by 1658, James Ussher Archbishop of Armagh in Ireland established the date 

of the creation the 23th October of 4004 BC (Rebato et al., 2005: 20).  

 

In the eighteenth century, Swedish Carl Linnaeus laid the foundations for the modern 

assignment of scientific names to animals and plants (binomial nomenclature) and gave 

to our human species a successful name Homo sapiens. He gave also taxonomic names 

to the varieties of man (races or subspecies). Other less discussed scientific names, as 

Homo perniciosus, proposed by other scientists were abandoned in the history of 

science. Perhaps, this is because we are prone to showing ourselves in a hopeful way 

and perhaps proud to think of ourselves as the smartest beings. Linnaeus included man 

in the order of Primates in 1758. Georges Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, 

contemporary of Linnaeus proposed a gradual evolution of geological structures without 

admitting Catastrophism as a valid theory and made observations on biogeography 

suggesting that the worldwide spread of species started from a center of origin for 

animals and plants and asserted that climate change may have facilitated the spread of 

species and changes from a limited set of animals. He believed also in Monogenism (a 

unique origin for all human races) and admitted a gradual change in species (Rebato et 

al., 2005:20) and in this sense he was a precursor of Transformism (the theory of the 

origin and modification of species from other preceding living beings) influencing many 

readers as Lamarck and Darwin. In the fourth edition of Darwin‘s book ―On the Origin 

of Species‖ Buffon was mentioned as an impelling scholar who did not enter into the 

causes or means of the transformation of species.  
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The eighteenth century gathered new information on voyages of exploration and 

discovery, encouraging the spirit of natural classification of species and peoples. Johann 

Friedrich Blumenbach steered his studies of Anthropology to the physical (natural) 

study of man, and used the comparative anatomy of human skulls as a method to show 

that all varieties of man belonged to the same species. He realized that Linnaeus named 

Homo troglodytes to a specimen of orangutan, it was neither a man nor a chimpanzee, 

and proposed that this name could not be used. Blumenbach distinguished better than 

Linnaeus the greater apes: chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan from the specimens and 

information available in Europe in the eighteenth century. He also proposed a theory on 

the origin of races, establishing a fifth race (Malayan) to add to the four described by 

Linnaeus (Mongolian, Caucasian, American and African). He believed that races were 

created as a single creation and so forth the extant races had arisen as a consequence of 

the degeneration (Spencer, 1977: 184) of a primordial type (varietas primigenia). The 

Caucasian type was believed to be the closest to the first creation and the other types 

were diverged from it by degeneration. 

 

However it is believed that Anthropology as a Science did not emerge until the 

nineteenth century, when Paul Broca founded the first chair of Anthropology in Paris 

and directed the field to depict a natural history of genus Homo. He is often viewed as 

the founder of modern anthropology and gave it a great development together with 

some students as Topinard and Manouvrier (Rebato et al., 2005: 25). Paul Broca was 

known by his enduring evaluations of Cromagnon skeletons (Spencer, 1997: 221) and 

argued against those who explained that the ancient Europeans were brachycephalic 

(short skulls) and proved the existence of dolichocephaly (long skulls) in the Quaternary 

Period. Moreover Paul Broca developed new instruments to measure bones and skulls 

and made important contributions to neurobiology by the localization of the speech 

function in the brain.  

 

The French naturalist Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet, Chevalier de la Marck 

(known simply as Lamarck) suggested that modified biological traits during the life of 

organisms can be transmitted to the offspring (Lamarckian inheritance). In his 

Philosophie Zoologiche, published in 1809, and in the last chapter described man as a 

result of natural transformations of preceding beings and stated that there is a tendency 

of organisms during life history to be more complex by a force that tends to make order. 

Lamarck constructed one of the first theoretical frameworks of organic evolution, and 

showed that the changes in organs were the consequences of the adaptation to the 

environment. 

 

Charles Robert Darwin had been interested in the origin of man although he left this 

topic out of the ―On the Origin of Species‖ published in 1859. However, in 1871 his 

book ―The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex‖ was a serious attempt to 

explain human origins in evolutionary terms. He relied on Thomas Huxley for the 

evidence that the human species was related to apes and he believed that Africa, not 

Asia as Huxley thought, was the cradle of humankind. Moreover he realized that the key 

breakthrough separating apes and humans was the latter adopted bipedalism rather than 

only in the increase of brain (Spencer, 1997:317). The great contribution of Darwin was 

to make scientists aware of the significance of natural selection in understanding 

biological variation among living organisms. However, Alfred Russell Wallace is 
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known for his article ―On the tendency of varieties to depart indefinitely from the 

original type‖ written in 1858, as an independent advocate of a theory of evolution due 

to natural selection that impelled Darwin to finish and publish earlier than expected his 

book ―On the Origin of Species‖. Moreover Wallace is known as a defender of the work 

of Darwin (Slotten, 2004) and in 1889 wrote ―Darwinism: An Exposition of the Theory 

of Natural Selection, with some of its Applications‖.  

 

The link between Darwin‘s ideas and his exploration voyage into South America during 

five years, by the HMS Beagle was palpable and he remained very impressed by the 

observations on coral reefs, volcanic islands, endemic birds and reptiles of the 

Galapagos in the Pacific Ocean and the recovery of some fossil specimens of giant 

mammals (as Megatherium) and armadillo (Glyptodont) from Argentina. It is 

recognized that Darwin had a naturalist education and knew the works of Linnaeus to 

incorporate the scale of living beings to the gradualism from Buffon and Lyell, in 

geology, and the struggle for existence from Thomas Malthus (Rebato et al., 2005: 24). 

Darwin noted the process of natural changes in the biological characteristics of 

offspring and proposed natural selection from three principles (Lewontin, 1970): 1) 

potential reproduction depends on the size of population however in wild species more 

offspring are produced than can survive, 2) biological traits vary among adults leading 

to differential survival and reproduction, because some biological traits help to find 

food and others could help to find reproductive partners 3) trait differences are 

inheritable. 

 

However, the evidence of human evolution was already weak because of the scarcity of 

fossils. Thomas Huxley, born in England in the book ―Evidence as to Man’s Place in 

Nature‖ in 1863 described two crania, one found in Belgium in 1830 and the other 

recovered in the Neander Valley in Germany. He recognized the robustness of the 

remainders but considered that they do not deserve a separate taxonomy from humans. 

Only in the last quarter of the twentieth century these crania were recognized as a 

belonging to an extinct human ancestor which now is known as Neanderthal.  

 

The work of Ernst Haeckel in 1866 ―Generelle Morphologie der Organismen‖ 

contained some phylogenetic trees where he reconstructed the course of evolution from 

the invertebrates through mammals to humans and proposed the term Pithecanthropus 

as the name of the hypothetic ape-man, not discovered in his time, that filled the gap 

between anthropoid apes and humans. In Haeckel‘s views, Pithecanthropus was the 

descent of early modern humans and gave them the name of Homo primigenius. He 

continued with the previous works of Huxley on comparative anatomy of the skull of 

orangutan and humans and proposed that the closest ape was orangutan, and moreover 

as Huxley, he proposed Asia as the cradle of mankind. While the Science of Haeckel 

now seems to be speculative he had many followers as the Dutch Eugene Dubois, who 

went in search of Haeckel‘s missing link and recovered from a river terrace in central 

Java the remains (two femur and fragments of the skull) of an early human ancestor, 

which he named Pithecanthropus erectus, and much later was recognized as Homo 

erectus from Java. Nineteenth century did not have a clear thought on the process of 

transmission of biological inheritance from parents to offspring. There were theories on 

the preformation of a small man (homunculus) inside the spermatozoids and heredity 

came from the father, being the biological role of the mother like a receptacle for 
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development. Gregor Mendel published his work on the inheritance of biological traits 

in 1865 and although it is known that Darwin had a copy of it, he did not pay attention 

to Mendel‘s discovery. Darwin as many of other scientists thought that biological 

heredity was by the admixture of the parental traits (like a mixture of colors). The laws 

of inheritance were not recognized until 1900 by Hugo de Vries in the Netherlands, Karl 

Correns in Germany and Eric Tshermack in Austria. These scientists rediscovered 

independently the laws of Mendel, sixteen years after his death (Rebato et al., 2005: 30). 

 

Another author who influenced the Anthropology of the nineteenth century was the 

British Francis Galton. He did comparative studies of body growth in rural and urban 

populations. He standardized scales for determining iris color and skin pigmentation and 

improved some measuring instruments used in anthropometry. He paid attention to the 

study of longevity, sex ratio, demography and dermatoglyphics. 

 

In the twentieth century Rudolf Martin made an influential contribution to the field, 

showing time and space as the most important variables in Physical Anthropology, and 

focusing its study in the hominid fossil remains (the extinct descent members of our 

linage) and humans (the only extant species). After the World War II, racial studies took 

a lesser importance and scientists paid attention to the insights that defined the modern 

Anthropology and their scopes centered in studying processes rather than only a 

descriptive biology.  

 

The modern synthesis was a unifying theory in Biology developed between 1936 and 

1947 and it had a great impact in Physical Anthropology. The term was diffused by 

Julian Huxley in his book ―Evolution: The Modern Synthesis‖, published in 1942. The 

modern synthesis started when Fisher proved that quantitative biological traits and 

continuous variation of phenotypes could be explained by the Mendelian inheritance of 

discrete traits and therefore, Darwinism based in evolution by continuous variation of 

traits (gradual evolution) and Mendelian genetics of the inheritance of discontinuous 

traits were not discordant. In fact, genetics and molecular biology confirmed the 

principles of evolution as described by Darwin. Other problems to solve were how 

broad-scale changes in time (macroevolution) could be explained by changes in a 

narrow generational scale (microevolution). The contributions of Theodosius 

Dobzhansky, John B.S. Haldane, Sewall Wright, George Simpson and Ernst Mayr were 

decisive to those questions and shaped the modern synthesis, also known as Neo-

Darwinism. Dobzhansky described in 1937 the synthetic theory of evolution in his book 

―Genetics and the Origin of Species‖. Explanation on the observations on extinction and 

the rise of new forms in the fossil record was proposed by the extrapolation from 

microevolution to macroevolution, a way of conciliating Darwinism and Paleontology. 

The rate of gradual changes was not assumed to be uniform through geologic time, but 

Simpson supported the basic compatibility between gradual changes and the emergence 

of new species across the fossil record. In the modern synthesis natural selection is by 

far the main mechanism of changes of the species in the wild. However the 

geographical isolation from other populations or the migration of part of the species to 

new environments, are frequent processes leading to speciation as Mayr argued. 

Although it is not the only way of speciation it derives in reproductive isolation. Sewall 

Wright paid attention to genetic drift studying the effects of inbreeding in small isolated 

populations in which after some generations of inbreeding they were out of adaptations 
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and developed maladaptive traits.  

 

Gradualism dominated the explanations of evolution until Elredge and Gould (1972) 

proposed in their work ―Punctuated equilibria: an alternative to phyletic gradualism‖ 

another possible way of modeling the rate of evolution by an alternating process to 

accelerate evolution (punctuation) and periods of equilibrium with almost no changes 

(stasis). The term punctuation departs from the graphics of the tree of evolution 

(phyletic tree) when a new punctuation breaks the branch of the tree (previous species), 

develops a new parallel branch for a new species. This contribution was known as 

―punctuated equilibria‖ or ―punctuated equilibrium‖ and was developed in the context 

of the studies of the origin of new species by means of geographic barriers that can 

isolate part of an original population due to migration of individuals from the coast to an 

island or due to long distance migration with loss of contact (allopatric isolation). The 

isolation by geographic barriers can leave new populations, with opportunities for rapid 

speciation, on the two sides of the barrier, without crossbreeding and with isolation, as a 

consequence of this process in the fossil record no gradual inter-species breeding could 

have been detected and the new allopatric species could have a ―gap‖ in the 

paleontological record.  

 

Isolated small populations could be quickly divergent by random genetic drift and 

natural selection. Although the rate of evolution has these two possible models: 

gradualism and punctuated equilibrium, they are not contrasting models and are 

somehow compatible, because the same underlying processes of natural selection, 

mutation, genetic drift, migration and admixture shape the phyletic tree in different 

forms depending on the branches considered. Branches of the tree with intense 

allopatric speciation would have more punctuation (gaps in the fossil record) and 

branches without important migrations in the past beyond geographic barriers could 

exhibit more gradual inter-species characteristics. 

 

The origin and diversity of humans continued to be the focus of the research by the 

middle of the twentieth century, however it incorporated paradigms as the research of 

the relationships between form and function in Anatomy, the relationships between 

phenotype and genotype, the models of environmental pressures (natural selection) on 

the biology of people, the genetics of migration and admixture of people and the 

ecology and ethology of humans. Washburn (1951) laid down a distinction between the 

pre-1951 and the post-1951 traditions of Physical Anthropology, meaning that it was 

moved from a descriptive study of biological parameters to an understanding of their 

causes and a modelization of biology of populations. Physical Anthropology paid 

attention to the frequency and distribution of physical traits as an ―end‖ in itself but was 

heavily descriptive and did not pay attention to hypothesis testing, or at the structure-

function relationships.  

 

The old Physical Anthropology reduced the understanding of human variability to the 

study of races and after the modern synthesis, race concept lost its biological meaning. 

Washburn was known as a critic of the race concept in the 1960s and defended its 

limited use and the lack of scientific support for any claims of racial inferiority 

(Caspari, 2003). After the modern synthesis in biology, race was not any more an 

important concept because the unit of study becomes the species. Any subdivision of 
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species as variants or subspecies (races) was shown as a reversible process impelled by 

the dynamics of the populations, this is because the traits of the subdivided populations 

could change by new migrations and new admixture. The new trends in the field were 

parallel to the changes experienced in Biology after the 1960‘s by the impact of the 

modern synthesis and evolutionary research (Little and Kennedy 2010) and contributed 

to the success of the term Biological Anthropology. However, only after the 1970‘s 

Biological Anthropology incorporates in their models of study a third perspective 

beyond evolution and genetics, the ecological perspective, starting the explanatory 

triangle of Stein and Rowe (1974): biology (genetics), environment, culture. 

- 

- 

- 
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similarities of protein sequences as homologies to construct phylogenies in human evolution]. 

 

Links 

 

h t t p : / / humanorigins . si . edu / resources / intro – human - evolution [This web ―What does it mean be 

human?‖ available by the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History is a good introduction to 

human evolution with many resources and video-presentations. It affords clear answers to simple and 

complex evolutionary questions]. 

 

h t t  p : / / w w w .  bbc . co . u k / sn / p rehistoric _ life / human / human_ e volution /  [By way of the 

BBC, the web ―Science and Nature: Prehistoric Life‖ is committed to the evolution of man, it has many 

links with brief news and serious information]. 

 

h t t p : / / w w w . becominghuman . org /  [It is available by The Institute of Human Origins at Arizona 

State University, it shows assays on the evolutionary meaning of a huge array of hominin species and 

fossil recoveries, moreover it has many news, graphics and video-presentations with recent explanations 

on paleoanthropology]. 
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